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Background

2

• Mar 2016 OSD memo 
requires installation energy 
plan (IEP) to
• Assure future energy, 

water demand
• Achieve requirements 

(Congress, White 
House, DoD, Army)

• Lower costs
• Facilitate stakeholder 

cooperation
• Dec 2017 Issue Interim 

Guidance
• Mar 2018 Final Guidance
• Mar 2019: Signed IEPs for 

75% total Army energy 
consumption
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Installation Energy and Water Plan

• Reviewing Existing Army Plans
• Crosswalk to obtain any 

redundancies or gaps
• Establishing criteria for 

determining 75% of 
consumption

• Developing Metrics
• Develop standardized SOW
• Meet 14 day mission critical 

requirement for energy and 
water through 

C

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IEWP installation plan matrix schematic suggests how IEWP categorical criteria may be used to supersede, streamline existing planning requirements.For example, the IEWP Energy Resource Diversification criteria may be currently captured by the three existing example plan types. Hence, by fulfilling this criteria in the new IEWP, installations would NO LONGER need to separately complete Energy Resource Diversification requirements within three (3) different plans.Alternatively, IEWP’s Cyber security controls criteria represents a newer installation planning requirement that may not have been adequately captured by legacy plans. Recent inventory of installation energy and water planning requirements IDed up to 43 plans installations are currently tasked w/ developing, keeping up to date (see Appendix for plan listing).IEWP development is expected to significantly streamline number of installation planning requirements, increasing efficiencies associated w/ installation energy manager workloads. 
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Measurement: ISR-MC

Installation Status Report (Mission Capacity) 
(ISR-MC) provides a standard platform for 
evaluating Army installation energy and water 
security posture to inform Army decision-making 
Metrics align with Directive requirements:

• Critical Mission Sustainment 
• Assured Access
• Infrastructure Condition
• System Operation

Major Activities 
• Issue Guidance
• Develop Metrics

Data Importance
• Project Development
• Funding 
• Establish Relationships with Providers

Army Installation Status Report Mission Capacity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In March 2016, SESC Tasked the OACSIM to evaluation of energy and water security use an existing system.  The Installation Status Report (ISR) is the chosen existing database of record, deployed since the 1990s, and  used as a decision tool for senior leaders in developing cost requirements, readiness support, and modernizing installations. ISR is a mature process and THE tool for communicating installation asset status up the chain of command.  Working with the a broad group of stakeholders, the OACSIM developed metrics that align to the requirements in the Army Directive on Installation Energy and Water Security policy: CRITICAL MISSION SUSTAINMENT - The Army will reduce risk to critical missions by providing continuity of operations for a minimum of 14 days. ASSURED ACCESS - Redundant and diverse sources of supply, including renewable energy and alternative water, to meet evolving mission requirements during normal and emergency response operations. INFRASTRUCTURE CONDITION - Infrastructure capable of on-site energy and water storage along with flexible and redundant distribution networks to reliably meet mission requirements. SYSTEM OPERATION -Personnel are trained and conduct required energy and water security system planning, operations, and sustainment activities. In FY16, DASA(E&S), OACSIM, and the Commands collaborated to develop metrics for evaluating energy and water security posture of installations and the Army as a whole.   Risks to energy and water security include weather events, aging infrastructure, and intentional malicious acts, to name a few examples. . In FY17:OACSIM conducted a Proof of Concept to evaluate the new measures.  Evaluation topics included ease of use, clarity of questions and quality of data responses.Implementation of new questions Army-wide during regular ISR-MC cycle.Revision to new questions based on installation feedback.FY18: Revised ISR-MC energy and water security measures will be fully implemented Army-wide by collecting installation responses during FY18 ISR-MC cycle.
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Comprehensive Guidance

• Purpose
− Guidance to installation personnel for 

energy and water planning 
− Technical guidance to collect and analyze 

data, develop solutions, document 
approaches, and roadmap execution of 
projects

• Opportunity 
− Exceed OSD planning requirements 
− Meet new Army installation energy and 

water security requirements
− Alignment of efficiency and security/

resilience requirements

• Schedule
− December 2017 – Issue interim guidance
− NLT March 2018 – Issue final guidance

Draft Guidance Outline

1 Introduction
2 IEWP Overview
3 IEWP Responsibilities
4 Installation Profile
4.1 Current Installation Requirements
4.2 Future Requirements
4.3 Facility Benchmarking
4.4 Energy and Water Management
4.5 Energy Security
4.6 Water Security

5 Vulnerability Assessment
6 Analysis and Solutions

7
Project Planning and Funding 
Strategy Roadmap
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Questions???

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sample talking pointsIEWP installation plan matrix schematic suggests how IEWP categorical criteria may be used to supersede, streamline existing planning requirements.For example, the IEWP Energy Resource Diversification criteria may be currently captured by the three existing example plan types. Hence, by fulfilling this criteria in the new IEWP, installations would NO LONGER need to separately complete Energy Resource Diversification requirements within three (3) different plans.Alternatively, IEWP’s Cyber security controls criteria represents a newer installation planning requirement that may not have been adequately captured by legacy plans. Please consider this an illustrative subset example as the final installation plan matrix is still in draft form.
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